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Beacon
Raider Days are here
Northwestern College

PHOTO BY SHELBY MAZNIO
Cheerleader Sam Nelson is lifted by teammates while
preparing for Raider Days.

The festivities really kick off on Saturday morning.
The 21st Annual Red Raider Road Race starts at 8:30 a.m.
Everyone is invited to participate and may register to run for
$20 or walk for $10. Prizes will be awarded, and everyone
who runs receives a road race shirt.
The next main event is Morning on the Green. It is an
opportunity for people of all ages to enjoy a family-friendly
carnival. At 10 a.m., alumni and parents have a chance to
mingle and have coffee with some of NW’s current and
retired faculty and staff.
For fans of the NW soccer program, the annual alumni
games are a must. The women’s JV team will face a team of
alumni at 10 a.m. The men’s JV team will be playing a team
of alumni players at 11:30 a.m. This game will give fans a
chance to see both the current head men’s coach Dan Swier
and the head women’s coach Ben Karnish in action.
There are a variety of options for lunch on Saturday.
At 11 a.m. there will be an Athletic Recognition Luncheon
where this year’s Hall of Fame inductees and other athletes
and coaches will be honored. At the same time there will be a
50th Reunion for the Class of 1964, located at Nederlander’s
Grill in Orange City.
Those who are not friends or family of an honored
athlete or a member of the Class of ‘64 can attend the tailgate
picnic, which is open to the public. Students will be able to
swipe their regular ID card and eat on the green.
After the tailgate, the Red Raider football team will
face off against Dordt. Parents can attend the game free of
charge with their student by entering at the pass gate at the
southwest corner of the stadium.
Once students have cheered on the football team, the
men’s soccer team will play matches against Hastings.
This is a very crucial game for the men. With only two
conference games left, the Raiders are tied for 6th in the
GPAC, while the 12th nationally ranked Hastings’ team
sits in first.

BY ETHAN DE GROOT
Homecoming weekend is a time for students, alumni,
faculty and parents to get together and celebrate Northwestern’s
history. Most students associate homecoming with a big football
game and homecoming dance, but many more activities are
going on during this year’s homecoming.
Mark Bloemendaal, Director of Alumni and Parent
Relations, is the main coordinator for the homecoming
activities, better known as Raider Days.
“These days are set up to try and include two main
groups,both the alumni and parents and family of current
students,” Bloemendaal said.
Bloemendaal tries to make sure there is a full schedule of
events during each year’s Raider Days to welcome alumni and
families back to campus and showcase some of the college’s new
changes.
“There has to be enough of a routine so that people
know what to expect, but just different enough to keep people
interested,” Bloemendaal said.
Although Raider Days is geared toward alumni and
parents, it can be an entertaining time for current students
as well.
“We definitely want students to feel like a part of it,”
Bloemendaal said.
Students are welcome to attend all of the events, such as
the football game, the student concert and the Morning on the
Green. Students are encouraged to participate and show parents
and alumni what life on campus looks like.
Raider Days commences on Friday morning when NW
alum Dale Landegent (’82) speaks in chapel. Classes are still
scheduled for Friday, but there are some events later on in the
day to look forward to.
At 7 p.m. a reunion will be held for the NW Theatre
Department at Old Factory. This will be a time to reconnect
with old friends over coffee drinks.
Starting at 8 p.m. is the annual Hospers (previously West
Hall) Coffee House. This is another chance to drink coffee,
gather in fellowship with other students and see some live
performances by fellow students.

See “Raider Days” on Page 8

Controversy over Room for All symposium

BY LEIGH CARSON
Room for All (RfA), a
non-profit organization whose
mission is “To support, educate
and advocate for the welcome
and full affirmation of people of
all sexual identities and gender
expressions in the Reformed
Church in America, (RCA)”
will be holding a symposium
entitled “Building an Inclusive
Community:
Scripture,
Science, and Story” on
Saturday, Nov. 1 from 9:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m. at the Blue Mountain
Emporium.
RfA
was
founded
in 2005. The Board of
Directors
is
comprised

INSIDE

of active and supporting
RCA church members and
leaders involved in an effort
to support lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender and
queer/questioning (LGBTQ)
people and their allies across
the RCA. They strive to teach
about issues of sexuality and
gender in relation to the
Christian life and campaign
for a radically inclusive,
welcome and affirmative
experience for the entire
spectrum of God’s children.
Two feature speakers will
present at the symposium —
Matthew Vines, the author of
“God and the Gay Christian”

and Dr. David Myers, author
of “What God has Joined
Together: The Christian Case
for Gay Marriage.”
A few members of
L.E.A.P. (Love. Education.
Acceptance.
Pride),
a
“group of LGBT people
and their allies” made up
primarily of current and
past Northwestern students,
faculty and staff, attended a
conference put on by RfA last
October. While there, they
met some members of the
organization. RfA’s college
engagement
committee
later contacted the L.E.A.P.
students and advisors, and the
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two groups worked together
to bring the event to town.
President Greg Christy
sent a letter to Marilyn
Paarlberg, Executive Director
and Robert Mutch, Chair of
RfA, declining permission
to hold their symposium on
NW’s campus.

LOGO COURTESY OF
ROOMFORALL.COM

The letter of refusal
was sent on the basis
of
incongruent
mission
statements and a conflict of
interpretation of scripture on
human sexuality. RfA’s vision
statement reads: “Compelled
by the inclusive love of God
revealed in Jesus Christ,
RfA envisions the day when
people of all sexual identities
and gender expressions are
fully affirmed in the life and
ministry of the RCA.”
NW’s view, however,
contradicts RfA’s position.
NW’s statement is as follows:
“Consistent with the position
of the RCA, the college lifts

7|Football improves
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up the Christian ideal of
marriage between a man and
a woman and contends that
all sexual intimacy shall be
within the bounds of such
marriage.”
NW
expects
that
students adhere to these
lifestyle expectations; both
heterosexual and LGBTQ
students are expected to
refrain from any sexual
activity outside the parameters
of Christian marriage.
No promotion will be
occurring on campus, due to
conflicting viewpoints.

See “NW” on Page 4
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Coffee house: new groove, new brew

Star Guide
Classic:

BY BEACON STAFF

Coffee connoisseurs and java
junkies across campus rejoice, West
Cof…. Wait no, Hospers Coffee House
has arrived. Tonight at 8 p.m. marks
the five year anniversary of one of
Northwestern’s favorite campus events.
In the last couple of years the Coffee
House has grown into something that
many students on campus look forward
to participating in and an event in
which the whole dorm contributes. It
now incorporates live performances,
overarching themes in which students
can interact with each other and many
different types of beverages.
“We order green coffee and then we
roast it all ourselves,” said Hospers RD
Corey Kundert. “We’ll have hot, regular
coffee from Ethiopia. This year we will
also have a ‘cold brew,’ which is like a cold
coffee, but we’re going to put homemade
pumpkin spice syrup in it as well.”
And while sipping the delicious
brews, there is no shortage of
entertainment. Good conversation is
accompanied by performances featuring
Clayton Ehlers, Shawn Harmon, Ben
Patzlaff, James Teutschmann, Cosmin
Colta, Ben Bosch, Andrew Currier and
Will Norris. From classical piano to selfwritten poetry to the latest hit from the
radio, these guys have created a night of

music and written word that you won’t
want to miss.
“We are planning on having all
the musicians performing up in the
first floor lounge area, where there will
be different acts all night,” Kundert
said. “Then the basement will be kind
of a themed area that people can walk
through and participate in if they want.”
One of the biggest challenges that
Kundert and the Hospers’ residents
have had to deal with is figuring out
how to recreate a feeling of togetherness
and community, even though it is a
Holland Plaza Newspaper Ad
drastically different space.
for the period:
“It’s also a lot more laid back this
year,” sophomore James Teutschmann
Week of Oct 17th..
said. “It’s super open to people coming
and going as they please… I encourage
PHOTO BY CLARISSA OEHLER
people to go because we put a lot of Hosper’s RD Corey Kundert prepares
Thanks
for the coffee house tonight at starting at 8pm.
effort into it and it’s a great place for
Any questions regarding this Ad
The preparation for Hospers
“I’m looking forward to the new
people to come and hang out.”
can be directed to
This first year in Hospers is space and kind of experimenting with Coffee House is incredibly communal.
Billsaid.
at “We
(800) 496-2347
Preparing for the Coffee House includes
something different for all of them as how it looks and feels,” Kundert
well. The Coffee House is one way to like that it’s a free roam space and we can roasting beans, decorating the various
create different areas for people to come lounges and preparing different musical
ease the transition even more.
“It’s a mile marker, a symbol of and just hang out and still have what set lists, which takes a complete dorm
starting over, a fresh start,” sophomore we love about coffee house. It creates a effort.
Although the West Hall Coffee
Andrew Currier said. “Hospers is a fun reason to get together. Hopefully that
dorm. Anybody at anytime should just transfers to the people who come that it House is now located in the Hospers
hang out in the lobby whenever they can, won’t be a formal experience. It’s kind of lounge, the atmosphere and tradition
all over the place, but we love it like that.” remain the same.
because there’s always stuff going on.”

Excellent:
Good:
Fair:
Poor:

717 8th Street SE

Orange City

Shows & Times Oct 17 - Oct 23

FURY R 

Nightly 6:40 9:45 Sat & Sun Matinees (2:10)

BEST OF ME PG13 
Nightly 7:10 9:50 Sat & Sun Matinees (2:15)
GONE GIRL R

Nightly 6:45 9:40 Sat & Sun Matinees (2:00)

THE JUDGE R 

Nightly 6:40 9:35 Sat & Sun Matinees (2:00)

ALEXAND & the TERRIBLE,
HORRIBLE, NO GOOD,
VERY BAD DAY PG 

Nightly 7:15 9:30 Sat & Sun Matinees (2:20)

All Seats $5 Tuesday!

$2 Soft Drinks & $2 Popcorn

Leave “Left Behind” behind
BY ABBIE AMIOTTE
OPINIONS EDITOR

“Left Behind” recently
joined
the
influx
of
“Christian” films that have
recently plagued the big
screen. To put it bluntly, “Left
Behind” was unrelenting in
its awfulness, but Christians
should be concerned about
more than this movie.
Yes, there can be
discussion of theology, poor
writing and frustratingly
bad acting in the case of
“Left Behind”, but even more
concerning is why Christians
feel the need to support weak
films simply because they
are explicit in their religious
messages.
There is no reason why
Christians shouldn’t attempt
to impact the film industry,
and
Christians
should
support other Christians
that are doing so (if they’re
good). However, there are
dangers to supporting a
poorly made Christian film
like “Left Behind”, and here
are three such reasons:
1. It
hurts
our
witness: “Left Behind” got

a 2% on Rotten Tomatoes.
And yet many Christians are
hailing it as fantastic simply
because they appreciate a
film that shares their belief
system. It’s fine to like it;
that’s a person’s prerogative.
But if we support a movie
only because it’s “Christian”
and we don’t acknowledge
that it’s a pretty weak film
as far as critical analysis
goes, we start looking like
we don’t know what we’re
talking about. We need to
be academically honest and
critical when it comes to art,
even art done by Christians.
2. It’s
not
really
evangelism. One poster for
“Left Behind” stated, “Please
don’t bring unbelievers to
this movie. –Satan”. Yes, our
God has the ability to work
in mysterious ways, but there
have not been many atheists
coming to faith after seeing
“Left Behind”. In fact, there
seems to be many blog posts,
comments on social media
and
personal
discussion
proclaiming
quite
the

opposite. Poorly made films
like “Left Behind” confirm a
sort of “backwards” view of
Christians; we make bad art
and worse still, we pretend like
it’s good. The “unbelievers”
don’t seem to be converting, so
it doesn’t seem like Satan had a
lot to worry about.
3. They make us
prideful: It’s great when
“Christian”
films
can
minister to the hearts of
Christians. The Holy Spirit
uses many mediums, and this
discussion of Christian films
is not meant to diminish that.
Christians can like Christian
films because they feel good
when they watch them
and their faith is renewed.
However, Christians need
to be wary of the fact that
often Christian films are
simply designed to reaffirm
us in our current cultural
engagement. They do little
to challenge our stereotypes
of other groups or our own
failings. For example, “Left
Behind”
relied
heavily
on racial, cultural and

religious stereotypes with
those who were left behind,
only reaffirming for many
Christians that we have all
the right answers and we can’t
learn from those sinners.
Christian films can serve a
great purpose in ministry
within the church, but they
also carry a great amount of
risk in perpetuating hatred
and pride.
It is time for Christians
to stop making excuses for
poorly made “Christian”
films and demand excellence
in the art form. We don’t
have to support them simply
because we share beliefs with
the creators or storylines,
and they are not currently
doing all the good things we
try to say they are.
Film is a great chance for
Christians to share the good
news, but with the current
quality of “Christian” films
being produced, we seem to
be leaving that opportunity
behind.
Rating: 0/5

“How about these macaronis?”
-Clarissa Oehler talking about a mac computer.
Submitted via Twitter by @HowITic

“That’s what we pay thousands of dollars for, a moist,
dripping trunk of random history facts.”
-Dr. Kugler in horror class.
Submitted via Twitter by @silent_pages
“I like boys.”
-Kelcie Scarlett in government class talking about if we
would rather be part of a party or interest group.
Submitted via Twitter by @purplejos_9

“I wove you with a whole bunch of w’s.”
-Julia van Dyk talking like a little kid.
Submitted via Twitter by @AbeayMcCubbin

Tweet quotes @NWC_Beacon

Picks
of the
Week

Lyric:

“Keep You” - Wild Belle

The relaxed beat and easy-going lyrics bring
summer back, albeit for a short time in this
increasingly cold climate.

A weekly fix of Kaitlin: “Take Me to Church” what sustains Hozier
the Beacon staff This song has a controversial music video,
during paper but the resounding gospel-like singing
overwhelms and hits right in the feels.
production.
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‘Tales of the Kingdom’ Boyz II Men grow up
ALBUM REVIEW

PHOTO SUBMITTED
NW Theatre Department performs ‘Tales of the Kingdom’ to an full house of area children.
BY JANA LATCHAW

At noon every Tuesday and Thursday, the NW’s Theater Department presents the children’s
show “Tales of the Kingdom.” There will be an additional two performances over homecoming
weekend: Friday, Oct. 24 at 7 p.m. and Saturday, Oct. 25 at 4 p.m. Director Jeff Barker and actor
Brianne Hassman comment on the show.
Why should people come to this?
Jeff: “To find out why, all these years, NW theater students shout, ‘To the King!’ backstage before
every show.”
Brianne: “Children's theater is unlike anything else you see onstage. It's high-energy, interactive and
simply fun. The story of this show is challenging and encouraging. I think you'll laugh and cry and
leave inspired to love others in the name of the King.”
Why should college students come when it is meant for children?
Jeff: “The best children's stories are meaningful on many levels. These tales this year are in the
allegorical vein of C. S. Lewis and J. R. R. Tolkien.”
Brianne: “The Bible tells us to have faith like a child. Sometimes we need to see things through the
eyes of children to remember what life is really about. Come to the show and remember what it's
like to see the world through the imagination of a child.”
Why is this show important to you?
Jeff: “We read these stories to our own children because Karen and I were so moved by them.
We've wanted to share them onstage for years, and last year, some of our students finally began
experimenting with a way to stage the stories. This show is the fruit of their initiative.”
Brianne: “I was first introduced to the Tales of the Kingdom my freshman year on DME tour, and the
stories touched my heart. Through these stories, God revealed to me another picture of himself and
more of what it means to live in his kingdom. I believe in the power of story, and I want as many
people as possible to experience the King like I have.”
What have been some challenges throughout the rehearsal process?
Brianne: “Most of the cast has not worked together before, and for some, this is their first time
acting in a main-stage show. It took us a while to build an ensemble that could read each other well
onstage. But now, we feed off each other and have become pretty close. We have a lot fun on and
off stage.”
What is the importance of children's theater?
Jeff: “For thousands of area kids, this will be their first play, and they'll remember it always. It's a
little way we can help build a lifetime love for live performance. That's our gift to our town and
region.”
Brianne: “Children have huge imaginations. Story is what they do best. Children's theater is just one
way to encourage that imagination.”

BY KAITLIN FLOERCHINGER
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR
Boyz II Men began their career before most
students on campus were born. After 23 years
in the music business, their R&B style hasn’t
completely shifted into other genres, like some
older acts often do. They’ve tried to stick to their
successful roots, and this is especially evident in
their new album, “Collide.”
This album differs from those in the past by
offering a different sound for each song. Rather
than sticking to soulful rhythms and homogenous
tempos, the songs on the album appeal to
several tastes. “Don’t Stop” is reminiscent of an
early 2000s pop ballad, while “As Long as I’m
With You” takes the listener to Hawaii with its
background ukulele.
The group sticks to their strengths and
incorporates somewhat complicated harmonies
into the songs. However, it sometimes sounds
a bit like a futuristic attempt at being pop-like
while still retaining a soulful side.
The song “Believe Us” has an almost outerspace feel to it, with what sounds like aliens singing
in the background and a computerized instrument
intermingling. There’s also a heavy autotune
influence, and heavy is an understatement.
Each song has that telltale plastic sound, similar
to what T Payne tries to do. This is disappointing
because the natural voices of the men in the group
are smooth and complementary. Past albums
tended to stay away from the digitized assistance,
which would have worked just as well on the new
album.
Former hits of the group, especially “I’ll
Make Love to You,” relied heavily on interwoven

harmonies and lyrical movement. Again, there
was limited usage of technology to enhance the
sound.
From a lyrical standpoint, the new album
isn’t full of life-changing poems, but it tends
to stay away from the more sexualized lyrics.
“Collide” has more love songs, applicable to sing
at a significant other, rather than to woo someone
into taking their clothes off.
This album also has a steady stream of lyrics
that correspond to losing someone. The track
Although upbeat, the track “Already Gone”
mourns the loss of an important someone.
The group seems to be stuck in limbo
between progressing into a pop-era while still
retaining the original ballad quality that they’re
known for. Some tunes, such as “So What,”
have a strong piano influence and a soulful
message, but even it has moments of pop-like
background sound and “deep” lyrics about not
letting someone go from the bed.
Overall, the album has a lot going on, and
it’s not anything terrible. Fans of the group
will find new hits that are reminiscent of the
glory days of the nineties, but will also discover
a new sound that sometimes comes across as
trying too hard. It all works together in an
efficient manner, from the wannabe-reggae
“As Long As I’m With You” to the emotional
“Diamond Eyes.”
BoyzIIMen have aged gracefully and still have
been able to retain their sound, which is a rare
occurrence but enjoyable nonetheless.
Rating:
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FCA working to unite campus

BY MADISON RASKA

Fellowship of Christian Athletes (FCA), also known as Raiders United, exists on campus
to bring students from different groups together in one place.
The group is called Raiders United to accomodate for members that are not athletes.
“FCA is a campus group open to anyone, and strives to challenge students to serve and
glorify God in everything they do,” student leader Brady Timmer said. “This includes sports,
school, work, etc. It is also a group that strives to bring teams and groups on campus together
in a fun environment.”
FCA started at Northwestern in the fall of 2011 by a group of six athletes representing
five different sports. They wanted to build a relationship among different teams to challenge
athletes to grow in their relationships with God.
This enables athletes to build a friendships beyond their own sport.
“NW athletes tend to develop strong relationships with their teammates, but not as strong
of relationships with other athletes on campus,” student leader Karisa Fuerniss said.
These friendships are encouraged through weekly meetings called “huddles.”
“Each Thursday night we hear from a coach, an FCA leader or a student who shares a
message based on the theme we have lined up,” Timmer said.
Raiders United members also grow closer through many additional activities.
“We do events like coach’s talk, team spotlights, game nights, bonfires, Halloween and
Christmas parties, sporting tournaments and our annual Fields of Faith event and the Gennis
tournament,” Heard said.
The group is hoping to host an ultimate Frisbee tournament this year along with a
persecution night that entails a tag-like game and a reflection time to think about Christians
that are being persecuted for their faith.
The FCA mission is “to present to coaches and athletes, and all whom they influence, the
challenges and adventure of receiving Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord, serving Him in their
relationships and in the fellowship of the church.”
“FCA strives to accomplish this mission through four ministry areas: coaches, campus,
camp and community ministry,” Fuerniss said.
Most of the leaders of Raiders United were involved with their FCA group in high school.
“My FCA huddle in high school provided an environment where I could grow in my faith
with other athletes,” Fuerniss said. “Because FCA was so impactful for me in high school, I
knew it was something that I wanted to be involved with at NW.”
However, it isn’t only students who want to be involved in this organization.
“I enjoy interacting with students outside of the classroom,” faculty advisor Ray Gibler
said. “I love the opportunity to have meaningful conversations about eternal matters with
students and to both encourage others and be encouraged myself to grow in relationship

Levi Ettleman and Greg Hegstad speak at a Raiders United gathering.

PHOTO BY JAKE AUERBACH

with God and each other. I love the fact that I get to know some of my own students better,
but also get to interact with students who I would not otherwise have a change to meet in
an academic setting.”
The leaders of FCA have many goals they want to accomplish this year.
“We want to reach many different students on campus and provide them with an opportunity
like this for them to grow in their faith and knowledge of glorifying God in what they do,”
Timmer said. “One of our main goals is to bring the many different teams and groups on
campus together to get to know each other better and share personal faith.”
Fuerniss said that another goal of FCA is to practice living in the way that God is calling
us to live rather than what culture defines as normal.
“My personal goals for FCA this year is to help make the leadership team for FCA as
successful as it can possibly be,” Gibler said. “Our student leaders have set some very definite
goals that they would like to achieve as a huddle and on campus. I believe my purpose is
less to be a leader of this huddle and more a developer and encourager of the student leaders
God has put in place.”
FCA meets every Thursday night from 8-9 p.m. in the Ramaker classroom.

NW responds to Room for All

FROM PAGE 1
When asked to explain why NW reached
the conclusion it did, Christy said, “This is a
very sensitive topic and there’s going to be an
obvious tension. But we’re doing it with the
view to really take the Scriptures seriously and
to adjust our lives to what the Scriptures tell
us. We believe that any sexual intimacy should
be between the bounds of marriage between
man and woman. That’s been our position for
many years.”
Dean of Students Julie Elliott agreed.
“The primary decision came down to
that our fundamental position of sexuality is
incongruent with RfA’s,” Elliott said. “NW’s
policy is not just NW’s policy, it’s the RCA’s
policy as well, and that relationship is very
important to us.”
Although NW has held these beliefs for years,
some students remain skeptical of the decision.
Some students have expressed the opinion
that the public would have a negative response
to NW agreeing to host RfA, which could lead
to economic issues caused by a decrease in
donors and students deciding to leave.
“I understand why NW made the
decision, but my hope is that NW recognizes
the importance of the issue and that their

stance has an effect on people,” said Carly
Rozeboom, a social work major. “I would
encourage them to be courageous. It’s part of
our own mission statement.”
There is also a larger question to be asked:
Should conversation pertaining to this issue be
encouraged on campus? Sociology professor Scott
Monsma is an advocate for this conversation.
“We shouldn’t be afraid to talk about this,”
Monsma said. “If part of the Reformed view
is working in the world, we should be able to
talk about it. That doesn’t mean we need to
come to a consensus, but in some way we need
to be able to process the issue.”
Both Christy and Elliott agreed that the
issue should be talked about.
In response to those students who are
in favor of the event and are in opposition to
NW’s decision, President Christy said, “We
want students who are heterosexual, gay or
lesbian to know that we as a college love them,
and we want them to be part of the college
community. But we as a Christian college,
do have a particular position held for many
years based on our best interpretation of
Scripture. We’re trying to be full of both grace
and truth and as loving and kind in the most
constructive way we can.”

Christy also offers an open door to anyone
wanting to have a discussion on the issue.
“It’s not an easy thing to discuss,” Christy
said. “We don’t pretend to have all the answers.
It’s a journey.”

Anyone interested in attending
the event, send an email to RDMutch@
roomforall.com for free registration. For
more information visit RFA’s website:
www.roomforall.com.
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Film series “TENTS” produced by students
BY KARYN VANDER WAL
Since the end of last school year, a group of eight students from
Northwestern have been working on a film series they call TENTS:
Building Something Together.
The idea for the series began while the students were
hanging out off campus one night. The conversation started by
expressing their frustration of feeling alone. Students explained
to each other how they wanted others to understand what they
have been through.
“We didn’t fit ‘inside the box’,” Justine Johnson said. “We
used the analogy of pitching a tent and being able to invite
everyone in to build something together. We want to be able to
talk about things that make us feel alone.”
From there, the project grew beyond what the students
had imagined. Originally, the group was planning on making
just one movie. After some discussion, they decided to instead
make six films and produce them as a series during the second
semester of the 2014-15 school year.
Each movie will focus on a different struggle, including
dyslexia and self-harm. The stories come from a combination
of different experiences the team members went through along
with stories researched on the Internet.
The first five films will be focused on one specific individual
going through a certain struggle. The final film will piece the
stories together and wrap up all loose ends. Within the stories
there will be messages from NW students.
Students will be able to write anonymous letters to the
“TENTS” group about times when they have felt alone.
The messages will be read between each of the films in
hopes of making the film series more relatable for NW
students.
“It’ll be cool to see how the students take these stories and
apply them to their own lives and the different experiences they
have had,” said Screenwriter Amber Beyer.

PHOTO BY CLARISSA OEHLER
Amber Beyer, Julia VanDyk and Justine Johnson work on casting for
their upcoming film series, TENTS: Building Something Together.

The team hopes the films will be used in the dorm’s
discipleship groups, as well as other small groups in the
community and on campus.
“We want them to be used even after we’ve all graduated,”
Johnson said. “Film is a great way to tell stories for a long time.”
The group wants to invite the campus to unite in prayer as
they begin the filming process. The main parts of the film will
be shot over the weekends; however, a lot of that will depend on
the weather and scheduling.
The biggest challenge the team foresees will be having
to work with and around the schedules of such a big group
of people. Although there are only six main characters, the
film requires a variety of different age groups with lots of
background characters.

Auditions for each role were held on Wednesday, Oct. 22
in Ramaker Center, and callbacks were held the following day.
The auditions were open to community members as well as
NW students.
Beyer worked hard over the summer researching different
stories and began writing the scripts. Now that school has
begun, she has continued revising and editing the screenplays
in order for them to be ready for casting and for the filming
to begin.
Julia VanDyk is the director for the films and worked with
the casting that went on this past week. Production Assistant
Abigail McCubbin has been excited to start the filming process
because she is the “go-to” girl with many of the small tasks that
need to be done.
When McCubbin was introduced to the idea of “TENTS,”
she willingly joined this project for two reasons:
“I love my friends, so I support what they do,” she said.
“I also have a strong connection to one of the character’s
struggle.”
Also involved are Michael Johnson as concept artist,
Assistant Director Abby Bliss and Logan Wright in charge of
hair, makeup and costume designs.
“Over the summer I couldn’t believe this was going to
happen,” Michael Johnson said. “The school year seemed so
far away. Even now it doesn’t really seem real.”
Brianne Hassman is the team’s production manager and
has been organizing all the TENTS information over the past
couple of months.
The team is excited to dig even deeper into their project
and see how God is going to use the stories they are telling to
impact the lives of students.
“We’ve been putting this together for a while and now we’re
ready to give it to everyone else,” Justine Johnson said.

Behind the Scenes: Meet Wendell Kampman
BY AMANDA SAHN

One of the brightest and
most encouraging presences
on Northwestern’s campus
is Wendell Kampman, the
custodial assistant of the
Rowenhourst Student Center
as well as the dorms during
summer break.
Kampman, a former
resident of Heemstra Hall,
graduated NW in 1977 as a
Math Education Major. He
returned to his alma mater
four years ago after teaching
mathematics for 33 years
near Des Moines, IA.
“I looked at job-seekers
on NW’s website quite
frequently,” Kampman said.
“I always had NW at the back
of my mind if I ever decided
to stop teaching; it is a great
place to come back to. The
opportunity opened up, they
decided I was fit for the job
and well, here I am.”
Although some students
dread the end of August, it is
Kampman’s favorite time of
the year. He looks forward to

seeing both new and familiar
faces on campus. Kampman
said interacting with students
is his favorite part of his job.
“I get to see a lot
of students that other
housekeepers don’t get to,”
he said.
He enjoys his office
location in the RSC because
of the constant traffic of
students passing through the
building. Students often pass
by Kampman’s office and hear
Christian music playing in
the background.
When Kampman is not
working, he enjoys watching
his eight grandkids play
various sports. In addition
to teaching, he also coached
softball for his daughter,
Anita, during her high school
years. Anita is currently NW’s
assistant softball coach.
Although he may favor
softball, he likes watching
other sports too. Kampman
is a great supporter of NW
athletics.

This article is the first
edition of “Behind the
Scenes,” a series that
profiles lesser-known
individuals on campus.
It is not uncommon to see
Kampman with a smile on his
face and a friendly greeting
directed to whomever he
encounters in the RSC.
Erin Van Horn described
Kampman
as
caring,
intentional, real and joyful.
“Even though he doesn’t
have the most glamorous job
on campus, he still serves
as though it is the most
important,” Van Horn said.
“Through his devotion to his
job, he shows his devotion for
NW and the students here.
He’s pretty much who I want
to be when I grow up.”
Kampman understands
and exemplifies that the
most important things in
life do not always have to
be big moments. Sometimes
the biggest impact can be

a result from the smallest
gestures.
“I believe that joy is
important and I am not always,
but I believe it is important
to love each other, and that
comes through simple facial
countenance,” Kampman said.
“It is so easy here: the students,
the staff and the community
members make it easy. I just
love that part of the job is the
people that I encounter.”
Not only does Kampman
give his time, effort and
inspiration, he also appreciates
being relational and hearing
about the transformational
work that students are doing
in the world.
He often attends chapel
and hears about how students
are involved in ministry.
“It just brings a smile
to my face when I hear what
they get to do and see Christ’s
work in the world and within
them,” Kampman said.
Kampman has truly
made a positive impact on

NW campus the last four
years and will continue to
do so. He is the definition

of joy and encouragement,
and he has been the perfect
fit for NW.

PHOTO BY BRIANNA PETRAUSKAS
Wendell Kampman serves as the custodian in the RSC. He is often
seen around campus with a smile and an encouraging word.
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Beacon Abroad: Contemporary Music Center
BY JON DYKSTRA
NASHVILLE, TENN.—Music City, USA: home to many aspiring musicians, sound
technicians and, for three months, me, along with 35 other students from various colleges
around the country as we dive into learning the workings of the music industry.
There are three “tracks” in this program: the artist track, for those who want to write and
perform songs; the business track, for those who want to learn about booking tours for artists
and setting up copyright information; and the tech track, which I am in.
The tech track educates in subjects ranging from running the front of a house board to
creating a good sound for the audience, to fixing any bad cables.
The artists we have this semester are doing an interesting mix of genres, ranging from
acoustic-like sets to songs with R&B vibes.
We run a live show every week where seven of the artists in the program perform a song that
they wrote and rehearsed with others who they ask to perform in their group for that song.
Those of us in the tech track are using the center’s recording studio to record, mix and
master songs for artists. I am the main engineer for a country artist from Florida and an assisting
engineer for an artist from Ohio.
The semester is about halfway through, and it has definitely been interesting. I have learned
a good amount. By working with other students who know a whole lot more than I do, yet are
willing to answer questions and work with me, I have been able to feel more comfortable walking
into a task without fully grasping what is needed to produce a result. I know that the other
students, as well as the teachers, will help me figure out how to get from point A to point B on
hardware or software.
The pace is quick here, but we manage to put together a show every week, and we are working
towards a tour in November that will take us to a few college venues in different states. After that,
we get a few days off for Thanksgiving break, and with the remaining time of the semester we
shoot music videos for the artists.
This semester is a different kind of busy from what you typically see in a college setting, but
when you hear the artists develop and get better, and you can see and tell that you are getting
better, it feels worth it as we go.

PHOTO BY DAVID L
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The King must be dethroned: Will we do our part?
BY STEPHEN DYKSTRA
I first met Steve King one
October evening as he passed
through the back door of Christ
Chapel. King, dressed in a
well-groomed suit with a red
tie, shook my hand warmly. He
introduced himself in passing,
hardly making eye contact before promoting his campaign and
continuing down the hall, staff and supporters close behind.
It was the fall of 2012 with the Nov. elections approaching,
and, consequently, both King and Christie Vilsack, his opponent
for the U.S. House seat, were making one last effort to persuade the
voters in Iowa’s 4th District.
As I witnessed the televised debate unfold on the well-lit stage
in front of me, I felt a sense of uneasiness that worsened each time
King spoke. Granted I knew little at the time about public policy
— foreign, domestic, immigration and tax reform. Yet amidst the
crowd’s hissing and booing that accompanied Vilsack’s every word
and the outlandish claims King confidently put forward throughout
the night (claims that illustrated a poor understanding of the Second
Amendment and ethnic minorities), I never fully explained my
uneasiness. That’s just the reality of politics, I told myself.
Two years later as King seeks a seventh term in Washington,
I believe it’s time for King to fully retire from elected office. After
failing to illustrate sound judgment and a natural respect for others
(especially ethnic minority groups), King is no longer qualified to
represent Iowans or Americans.
King has become known for his outrageously ignorant and
harmful views on immigration reform. In discussing the Dream
Act, a piece of legislation that would move the nation toward an
Keep up with social media?
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immigration solution, King commented, in a video interview
with Newsmax, on the many undocumented children crossing the
border in the United States:
“For everyone who’s a valedictorian, there’s another 100 out
there who weigh 130 pounds — and they’ve got calves the size of
cantaloupes because they’re hauling 75 pounds of marijuana across
the desert.” King’s overly generalized and judgmental statement
was even condemned by other GOP leaders, including House
Speaker John Boehner and Eric Cantor, the House Majority Leader
at that time. “What he said is wrong,” Boehner said regarding
King’s words. “There can be honest disagreements about policy
without using hateful language.”
But King’s embarrassing relationship with the topic of
immigration continues well beyond an isolated incident. In June
of 2013, King proposed that an electric fence be erected along the
U.S. border with Mexico, as if this obstacle would be the end-all
solution to the nation’s immigration challenges. He justified his
idea, saying “the kind of current that would not kill somebody…
we do this with livestock all the time.” It is hardly logical or decent
to equate the treatment of hogs and cattle with human beings, and
King’s lack of respect for immigrants is appalling.
Not surprisingly, Iowans and others outside of the state agree
that King is no longer fit to serve in the U.S. House of Representatives.
Following King’s harsh comments on undocumented immigrant
children, two petitions seeking to remove King from the House
Judiciary Subcommittee on Immigration Policy and Border
Security circulated throughout the country. To date, the petitions
have received over 100,000 signatures.
What’s most ironic is that King’s radical and insensitive views
on immigration don’t parallel those of voters in Iowa’s 4th District.
In July of 2013, the Huffington Post reported that “a strong
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majority of likely voters in King’s district — 68 percent — support
an ‘earned pathway to legal status’.” This means King, at least on the
issue of immigration reform, is out-of-touch with his constituents,
which brings into question his effectiveness as a representative.
It is not difficult to recognize King’s lack of civility in
Congress. Last year King disapproved a legal measure that delayed
the deportation of undocumented children, and openly worked
toward reversing the situation. When undocumented immigrants
entered his office in Washington D.C. to express their distaste
for King’s policies, the representative tweeted, “20 brazen selfprofessed illegal aliens have just invaded my DC office. Obama’s
lawless order gives them de facto immunity from U.S. law.” Again,
there is a distinction to be made between disagreeing politically
while maintaining respect for others and outright attacking
humans based on their legal, ethnic or racial status. Yet again King
has failed to express his views of disagreement with respect and
civility. That’s why King must go.
There’s much to be said about King’s religious background
and what many politicians appeal to as American ideals and
values. There are obviously other aspects of a representative’s
role that extend beyond immigration reform; he’s no monster or
condescending zealot. I just think he has a dangerously skewed
perspective of people and the world in general.
I question King’s ability to conduct himself in an appropriate
manner in Washington, which makes me both nervous and
ashamed. And perhaps it’s time for you all, members of King’s
district, to critically evaluate the reality of having a man like King
representing you in our nation’s capital. But that’s the beauty of
our democratic system — change ultimately begins with each and
every one of us. The King must be dethroned. But the question
remains: Will we make it happen?

The opinions published both in print and online are the opinions of the authors only.
Beacon staff members do not necessarily support the opinions expressed in this section.
Respectfully,
the Beacon staff
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Raiders overcome second-half deficit
BY JORDAN DYKSTRA
The Northwestern football team prevailed 27-21 against Concordia on Saturday, Oct. 18. The NAIA No. 12 Raiders improved to a 5-1 record with four games remaining in the
regular season.
On the first possession of the game, NW scored on a 12-yard touchdown gallop by junior running back Jessie Riley. Concordia answered quickly with a 90-yard kickoff return
touchdown on the ensuing possession to bring the score to 7-7 in the first quarter.
Concordia hit pay dirt again early in the second quarter on a 65-yard touchdown throw. NW sophomore quarterback Craig Bruinsma then connected with senior receiver Ben
Green on a 27-yard strike in the end zone. After a missed NW extra point, the Raiders trailed at halftime 14-13.
Senior defensive back Justin Wohlert intercepted his ninth pass of the year on Concordia’s opening drive in the second half. However, a missed field goal from sophomore kicker
Julian Dittman failed to give NW a lead after an 80-yard drive of their own. The Raiders faced their biggest deficit of the night after Concordia scored on a 20-yard touchdown pass
that brought the score to 21-13. Late in the third quarter, NW senior running back Brady Timmer pounded his way into the end zone for a 3-yard touchdown run that capped off
an 11-play, 65-yard drive. A two-point conversion pass from Bruinsma to senior tight end Levi Ettleman knotted up the score at 21 late in the third quarter.
With 2:40 left in the contest, Timmer rumbled in again for a 3-yard run that gave NW a 27-21 edge after a missed extra point by Dittman.
“I was proud of the way we played, because we faced adversity,” said senior defensive lineman Spencer Groeneweg. “Being down on the road and picking up a win isn’t an easy
thing to do.”
NW is set to face rival Dordt College Saturday, Oct. 25 at Korver Field. Kickoff will be at 1:30 p.m.

Raider Radar
Friday, Oct. 24
Volleyball @ Neb. Wesleyan

7:30 p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 25
Cross Country @ Mt. Marty
Football vs. Dordt		
Volleyball @ Hastings		
Soccer (M) vs. Hastings		
Soccer (W) vs. Hastings		

10:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
3 p.m.
4 p.m.
6:15 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 29
Soccer (W) @ Morningside
Volleyball vs. Briar Cliff		
Soccer (M) @ Morningside

5:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8 p.m.

		

Volleyball earns 10th straight sweep
BY JORDAN DYKSTRA
The NAIA No. 6 Northwestern volleyball team
defeated visiting Morningside 3-0 with scores of 25-22,
25-17 and 25-13 on Tuesday, Oct. 21. NW earned its 10th
straight sweep and improved to 11-0 in the GPAC and
24-2 overall.
“We look at each night as a new game,” said junior
rightside hitter Karlie Schut. “We take each team very
seriously.”
The Raiders were tied at 13-13 in the first set when
a kill from Schut put NW on top, and they never looked
back.
In the second set, NW shot off to a 7-2 star t
thanks in part to a pair of kills by S chut. The Mustangs
brought the score to within one at 13-12, but strong
NW offense, including three kills by senior outside
hitter Kaitlin Floerchinger, helped the home team
prevail.
The Raiders led 19-6 at one point during set three.
Floerchinger recorded six kills during the final set.
Floerchinger led all players with 13 kills and hit .304
for the contest. Schut was not far behind with 10 kills and
hit .381. Junior outside hitter Haley Chambers recorded
five kills and hit .400. Junior setter Brooke Fessler added
31 assists. Senior defensive specialist Alexis Bart totalled
a team-high 10 digs.
The Raiders hit a .412 as a team compared to a .312
from Morningside.

PHOTO SUBMITTED
Junior middle hitter Payton Samuelson and junior outside
hitter Haley Chambers celebrate a Raider point.
“We’ve been working on our out of system attacks,”
Schut said. “So we can get swings at the other team every
time.”
NW will hit the road and face Nebraska Wesleyan
tonight with the first set beginning at 7:30 p.m.

Raiders shutout defenders
BY JORDAN DYKSTRA
The Northwestern women’s soccer team notched a 3-0 shutout against archrival Dordt College on Tuesday, Oct.
21. NW improved to a 6-8-2 record and has won three out of its last four contests. NW sits at a tie for second place
in the Great Plains Athletic Conference standings with two conference matches remaining.
The Raiders scored their first goal in the 33rd minute when sophomore forward Jahdi Dunk scored on a cross
from senior forward Tyler Farr. Five minutes later, NW scored again when senior defender Kati Hill connected on a
long shot. Farr concluded the scoring barrage in the 85th minute with a goal of her own.
The Raiders host Hastings Saturday with the match beginning at 6:15 p.m.

Men’s soccer falls to archrival

BY JORDAN DYKSTRA

The Northwestern men’s soccer team was defeated 2-1
by Dordt on Tuesday, Oct. 21. NW dropped into a sixthplace tie in the GPAC, while Dordt takes sole possession of
second. NW stands at 10-5-1 record.
The Defenders struck first blood on the 37th minute
with the first half ’s lone goal.
After the break, Dordt took a 2-0 lead in the 77th
minute.
The Raiders scored on the 79th minute when sophomore
midfielder Wesley Lockwood knocked in an unassisted goal
to bring the score to 2-1.

With 10 minutes remaining, NW failed to score an
equalizer goal as Dordt loaded the back half of the field
with defenders .
Lockwood led the contest with five shots with three on
goal and the lone NW score. Junior forward Ryan Johson
notched four shots with one on goal. Junior midfielder
Ben Fetter recorded three shots with one on goal. Senior
midfielder Gabriel Goncalves also had three shots. Junior
goalkeeper Aaron B o s ch m a d e t wo s ave s .
N W re u r ns to a c t i on on S atu rd ay, O c t . 2 5 w it h a
h om e c onte st a g ai nst Ha st i ng s at 4 p. m .
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Major artists come to campus Raider
Days
BY SHELBY MAZNIO
Almost ten years ago, a
group of young men attending
Palm Beach Atlantic University
in Florida moved into student
housing on a street named
Tenth Avenue North. Today, this
contemporary Christian band is
touring the country, sharing the
message of God’s love.
On Sunday, Oct. 26,
Tenth Avenue North will
perform at Northwestern.
Joining it is California native
Phil Wickham. Known for
his modern twist on melodic
hymns, Wickham brings a
different sound to worship
songs. His latest song,
“This is Amazing Grace,”
demonstrates
just
that.
Wickham’s songs, much like
those of Tenth Avenue North,
speak of God’s remarkable
grace and His unfailing love.
Hosting a big-name
concerts is a rare occurrence
at NW. In the past, NW has
held concerts for groups
such as Newsboys and Jars
of Clay. In the last five years,
however, there have been
no major headline acts on
campus.
Aaron Beadner, Director
of
Student
Programs,
explained the process and
time put into bringing a
concert to NW. Beadner
acted as a liaison between the
college and purchaser, Echo
Ministries. Echo Ministries
served as the promoters
for the “From Islands to
Cathedrals” tour in the
Midwest region.
Beadner had spoken with
Echo Ministries in the past
and had often talked about
bringing in a group to NW.
The idea was delayed due
to scheduling conflicts and
finding a tour that students
would be excited to attend.
Finally, Beadner and
Echo Ministries discovered

Schedule
SATURDAY

Road Race
8:30 a.m.
De Valois Stadium
Morning on the
Green
9:30 a.m. to noon
Campus Green

PHOTO COURTESY OF TENTHAVENUENORTH.COM
Tenth Avenue North and Phil Whickam will be performing in the RSC on Sunday, Oct. 26 as a part of this
year’s Raider Days.

The “From Islands to
Cathedrals” tour, which
included groups that would
appeal to students at NW.
“Facilities were available,
and it lined up with our
campus calendar,” Beadner
said. “We talked and said,
‘let’s move forward with it’.
All it took was a conversation
with them, and we offered
our facilities.”
Conversations to bring
the tour to campus began
in June and July. The main
issue was determining chapel
availability was available and
if Campus Ministries would
allow the concert to replace
Praise and Worship. After
thinking things through, the
concert was confirmed in
August.
Recently, the concert’s
location was moved from
chapel to the RSC. Although
the chapel could hold 896

people, ticket sales soared
and the need for a larger
space became necessary.
Due to NW’s sponsorship of
the concert, students were
given a special rate, $10 for
a regular admission ticket
and $25 for the deluxe,
which includes a Q&A with
the band and early seating.
So far, over 1,200 tickets
have been sold between
students, faculty and staff and
the local community. About
110 prospective students will
also be attending the concert.
“I think it will be an
awesome night of great music
and worship,” Beadner said.
“We aren’t offering our usual
Sunday Praise and Worship,
but in a way the concert will.
I think our students will be
enriched by it.”
Alexis Graves is coleader of the Student
Activities Council Stage and

Concerts Committee and is
helping oversee the setup of
the concert.
“We had a concert
last year, so it’s something
similar, but more people have
bought tickets,” Graves said.
Graves
thinks
the
reason behind the increase
in ticket purchases is
due to the concert being
held the same weekend
as homecoming, allowing
parents
to
join
their
children on campus for
the concert. This concert
will be beneficial to both
students and non-students.
“It brings them together,”
Graves said. “I’ll use that
buzzword, ‘community. ‘People
can talk about it, whether they
go or not.”
Students will worship
together, along with friends,
family and members of the
community.

Raider Days bring home alum, families
FROM PAGE 1
After the men’s game is finished, the women’s team will face
off against Hastings. This should be another intense match-up,
as NW tries to stave off the conference leaders and maintain its
third-place standing as the season draws to a close.
On Saturday, there also is a performance of “Tales of The
Kingdom” by the Children’s Theatre. This show will be held in the
DeWitt Theatre Arts Center, and tickets may be reserved for free.
At 6 p.m. three distinguished alumni will be honored at a
dinner in the Vermeer Dining Room. For friends and family of
the honorees, tickets are available for $20 per person.

The day will wrap up with a concert in Christ Chapel with
performances from the Symphonic Band, A cappella Choir
and various ensembles. When the music stops, a reception
will be held for all parents and students involved with the
music department.
The grand finale of the weekend comes at 7 p.m. Sunday
night when Tenth Avenue North and Phil Wickham will
perform in the RSC four court area. This event is open to
students, parents, alumni and anyone else looking for a night
filled with music.

Alumni Soccer
women at 10 a.m.
men at 11:30 a.m.
Soccer Field
Tailgate Picnic
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Campus Green
Football vs. Dordt
1:30 p.m.
Korver Field
Soccer: vs. Hastings
men at 4 p.m.
women at 6:15 p.m.
Soccer Field
Alumni Basketball
5 p.m.
Bultman Center
Student Concert
7 p.m.
Christ Chapel
Costume Dance
10 p.m.
Campus Green

SUNDAY
Tenth Avenue North
and Phil Wickham
7 p.m.
RSC

